
! Allow Emerging Leaders to discover the true potential that exists within them.

! Help emerging leaders within the corporate context understand their roles and responsibilities as Prospective or Emerging Leaders.

! Get the Emerging Leader to appreciate the Importance of all the strategic role players and the people around him/her.

! To expose Emerging Leaders to the everyday realities of Leadership.

! Assist Emerging Leadership in their growth as leaders by familiarising them with coping mechanisms and introduce them to tools that can assess

achievement.

! To draw from the Emerging Leaders past and build solid Leadership Principles that will stand the tests well into the future.

Target Group:
Employees earmarked for leadership

and those who show potential to

move into leadership position, as well

as newly appointed supervisors and

leaders.

Objective:
! Expose them to sound leadership

principles and practices.

! Give them the opportunity to

realise their full potential.

! Equip them to face the challenges

of leadership with confidence.

Quote:
Whether a man is burdened by power

or enjoys power; whether he is trapped

by responsibility or made free by it;

whether he is moved by other people

and outer forces or moves them - this-

is of the essence of leadership.

- Theodore H White.

Module One:
Leadership, Setting the Scene. An

introduction

“Leaders aren't born they are made.

Just like anything else through Hard

Work. That is the price that we pay to

achieve our Goal”. (Lombardi)

! Understanding Leadership - What

does it mean to be a leader?

! Leadership versus Management. - Is

there a difference?

! Now to formulate my personal

definition of leadership

! Learning from other leaders.

! Leading from where you are.

ModuleTwo:
Identifying the Leader within me

“Positive thinking does not always

change our circumstances, but it will

always change us. When we are able to

think right about tough situations, then

our journeys through life become” (J.C.

Maxwell)

! The “Real Me” - What do I dream

about, worry about and stress about?

! What is My Style?

! How do I communicate?

! My values versus those of the

corporate world.

! Taking up my meaningful place in

society.

Module Three:
Recognising leadership in other.

Recognising others

“No man will make a great leader who

wants to do it all himself, or to get all

the credit for doing it.” (Andrew

Carnegie)

! Perception, Perspective, Personality.

! Communication with others

! Developing a working relationship.

Familiarity breeds contempt.

! The Five Levels of Leadership

! It's Me versus You

Module Four:
The Art of Leading together

Successful marriage is leading
innovative lives together, being open,
non-programmed. It's a free fall: how
you handle each new thing as it comes
along. As a drop of oil on the sea, you
must float, using intellect and
compassion to ride the waves. (Joseph
Campbell)

! Understanding cooperative working.
! Does it or does it not in my current

environment? Answer the WHY
! The Art of Delegation.
! Thinking for a change.
! Don't ever become complacent. It's

all gone.

Module Five:
Moving to the next level

"A leader takes people where they
want to go. A great leader takes
people where they don't necessarily
want to go, but ought to be." -
Rosalynn Carter.
"The task of the leader is to get his
people from where they are to where
they have not been." - Henry
Kissinger

! You cannot rely solely on Talent.
! Making change work.
! The Four Laws of Agreement.
! Assessing the situation. What works

and what doesn't.

Module Six:
Practical Session,“Let's put it to
the test”

"A reflective reading of history will
show that no man ever rose to military
greatness who could not convince his
troops that he put them first, above all
else."  (Gen. Maxwell Taylor)

! A Lesson from General Colin Powell.
! What they don't teach you at

Harvard Business school - The
Kindergarten experience.
! Has my dream or my attitude

changed in any way since module 2.
! The Practicalities of “Leading with

intention.”
! Making this a Team Dream.

Reminder of the first four modules.

This Programme is designed to:
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Module Seven:
Working at becoming a better
Leader

"The greatest leader is not necessarily
the one who does the greatest things.
He is the one that gets the people to do
the greatest things." - Ronald Reagan
"The mediocre teacher tells. The good
teacher explains. The superior teacher
demonstrates. The great teacher
inspires." - William Arthur Ward

! Developing those around me.
! Ensuring that I stay with the pace.
! Leading a Healthy, Balanced

lifestyle.
! Getting the necessary motivation

that you need.
! Reminding yourself of your

potential, staying happy.

Module Eight:
Honing in on some critical habits

You can't have other people wake you
up and say, “Go succeed”

You have to wake your own self up and
take massive focused action until you
receive the “Results you Desire”

! Make things happen. GOFA and
FFDI
! How do I/we strategically plan
! Team building - Building a winning

team.
! Ongoing relationship building
! Time management

Module Nine:
Protecting your qualities

"Control is not leadership;
management is not leadership;
leadership is leadership. If you seek to
lead, invest at least 50% of your time
in leading yourself - your own purpose,
ethics, principles, motivation, conduct.
Invest at least 20% leading those with
authority over you and 15% leading
your peers." (Dee Hock)

! Principles of a great leader.
! Qualities that define you as a leader
! Looking at Modern leadership

techniques
! Is there reason to think our ideas

have changed - Group debate
! Leading Bold Change - When is

change due?

ModuleTen:
Take good care of yourself

In dealing with those that are
struggling, if you feel “burnout” setting
in, if you feel demoralised or
exhausted, it is best for the sake of
everyone, to withdraw and restore
yourself. The point is to have a long
term perspective.

! Remember that you are a normal
human being.
! Taking care of my Health.  Reality

check
! Creating time for some form of

recreation.
! The importance of “ME” time.
! Look after your support structure -

Module 2
! If it's going to be its up to me. - You

can make the difference

Once off modules

1.   Customer service
2.   Presentation skills
3.   Successful selling
4.   Team building
5.   Supervisory skills

Logistics:

1. One week residential training
program (4.5 days).

2. 2 consecutive days / month
over 5 months.

3. 1 day a month over 10
months.

4. One day a month completed

over 10 months.
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Contacts:

Daryl Williams
managing member
: 083 457 6139c

: daryl@ingeneum.co.zae

Hilton Stander
facilitator / speaker / mentor

083 459 4629c:

hilton@ingeneum.co.zae:


